
Eric "Sugar" Larsen & ESL Performance & Travel Rider  

LODGING (When Artist is Traveling Greater Than 120 Miles from Portland, OR):
1. Three Star Hotel or better quality lodging within a maximum distance of 1 mile from the Venue.
2. Preferred: 4 Rooms with 1 single queen per room. Minimum: 4 rooms with  1 queen bed in each room. More 
rooms may be required as needed if bringing additional crew.
3. Length of stay dependent on show details.
4. Rooms should be made available from 2:00pm on day of show until 12:00 noon the following day.
5. Reservations and Payment must be arranged by Buyer prior to Artist arrival, with confirmation numbers 
provided to Artist in Advance.

TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS, where applicable:  
Negotiated on a Per Event/Venue Basis for Four Band Members. Additional crew and 
Road Manager requirements  negotiated on an as needed basis:

Air Travel and Ground Transportation for Four Band Members: 
1. Four Economy Coach Round Trip Airfares for four Band Members that include all associated 
fees for Luggage and Instruments, Non-Stop Preferred in Cities Where Available.
2. Round Trip Ground Transportation for four band members with their luggage and instruments 
from Airport to Hotel from Hotel to Venue.
3. Reservations and Payment for Air & Ground Travel must be arranged in advance by Buyer and 
mutually agreed upon and scheduled with the Artist.  Itineraries and confirmation numbers must 
be provided to the Artist as far in advance as possible.

HOSPITALITY REQUIREMENTS: 
1. A DRESSING ROOM or equivalent room with adequate lights mirrors and clothes rack.
2. A RESTROOM with a working a toilet, sink and mirror that is accessible directly from the stage or dressing room
and not accessible to the public.
2. One (1) Case BOTTLED SPRING WATER, 24-16 ounce Bottles on Ice.
3. Four (4) CLEAN TOWELS.
4. MEALS, BEVERAGES AND SNACKS (When Applicable):
a) Meals or equivalent compensation for 5 band members.
b) A Pot of hot coffee with cream, sugar, cups, and spoons and a Pot of hot water with tea/honey.
c) AFTER SHOW: Deli tray consisting of meat, cheese, crackers, fruit, bread, condiments, napkins.
d) An assortment of 12 bottled/canned carbonated beverages (pop).

GUEST LIST (Where Applicable): 
1. Client will provide the band with 10 Tickets for guest list.

MERCHANDISE: 
1. Client to provide a 6 foot table or comparable space for merchandise sales. The band will supply personnel to

sell merchandise and will retain 100% of all merchandise sales, unless agreed separately with client or promoter.
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